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Abstract: This paper is concerned with interpolation in the sense of Hermite by certain rational functions of one or 
several complex variables. In the univariate setting the interpolants are generalized polynomials of a Cauchy- 
Vandermonde space, whereas in the multivariate setting the interpolants are elements of suitable subspaces of tensor 
products of Cauchy-Vandermonde spaces. 
A Newton-type algorithm is given computing an interpolating univariate rational function with prescribed poles 
with no more than 0( M*) arithmetical operations where M is the number of nodes. It is proved that the generalized 
divided differences are analytic functions of the nodes if the function to be interpolated is analytic. The algorithm will 
be extended to the multivariate setting. For subsets of grids possessing the rectangular property and for certain 
subspaces of a tensor product of Cauchy-Vandermonde spaces an algorithm computing an interpolating rational 
function of two variables is given whose complexity is O(m’n + n*m), where m and n are the numbers of 
interpolation points in the x- and y-direction, respectively. 
Keywords: Interpolation, rational functions, prescribed poles, multivariate rational interpolation. 
1. Cauchy-Vandermonde systems 
Let (cj)i-1,2,... be a given finite or countable infinite partition of the complex plane Q=. If we 
set C,:= { oo}, then C:= (Cj)j=O,i ,___ defines a partition of the extended complex plane Q= U { co}. 
Let B:= (4Jk=l,2,... be a given finite or infinite sequence of points of Q: u {co}. Its points will 
be used as “prescribed poles”. C generates a partition of B into subsequences ( bj)j,,,,,,.. of 
points bi E C,, j = 1, 2,.. ., i = 0, 1,. . . . (b/)j=1,2 ,,,_ will b e referred to as the ith cluster of B 
with respect to C. Division of poles into clusters proves convenient for applications to civil 
engineering [2]. By the algorithm to be presented, a representation of a polynomial is easily 
derived such that an inclusion theorem [2,3] applies, giving rather sharp estimates of its zeros. 
Notice that repetition of points is allowed. With a pair (B, C) we associate a system U = 
(~~)~=i,~,. _, of rational functions defined by 
( 
j-l 
z , if B,=bdEC,= {co}, 
Q(Z) = u{(z) := I 
1 
f.p-b2 
if B,=b,‘ECicQ=. (0 
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The system U of functions (1) will be referred to as the Cauchy- Vandermonde system (in short: 
(Y-system) generated by (B, C). The span of a CV-system will be called a Cauchy-Sunder- 
monde space (in short: CV-space). An initial section BM = (B,, . . . , BM) of a pole sequence 
B = tBj)j=*,2,... will be called consistently ordered subordinate to C if there is a permutation 
C’ = (cj) j=O,I,, _, of C such that 
&=(p,‘,...,B,X P:,...,P;r’,...,Pd:,...,~~q), (2) 
with j?,’ E Ci’ for all i, j. Here n, are positive integers adding up to M. Then also the system 
u, = (ul,, . . .) up, u;, . . . ) q, . . . ) u;, . . . ) u;q) generated by (B,, C’) is called a consistently 
ordered CV-system of length M subordinate to C. Consistently ordered systems will be used only 
to get simple sign factors in determinants. For convenience, sometimes we assume Ci = CO or 
Ci = CO having the cluster of infinity poles in front or at the end of BM. We are going to show 
that interpolation by elements of CV-spaces is close to interpolation by polynomials in a twofold 
sense. 
2. Interpolation by Cauchy-Vandermonde systems 
Let A = CAj)j=l,2,... be a given fixed sequence of complex numbers which later will serve as 
interpolation points or nodes taking into account multiplicities. With such a node system A, 
naturally there is associated a system L = ( Lj) j=1,2,. . of Hermite type linear functionals 
U H ,Q := Dp~(~l) u(A,) where D = d/dz denotes complex differentiation and PA := 
multiplicity of Ai in the initial section A,_r := (A,, . . . , Ai_l). A node system A, will be called 
consistently ordered if 
A,=(a, ,..., a,,a, ,..., a2 ,..., aP ,..., ap), 
-- 
ml m2 mP 
where a,, . . . , ap E Q= are pair-wise distinct with multiplicities m,, . . 
With A, we associate the number 
mult&) := kfir~,&k)!P 
(3) 
, mP > 1 adding up to M. 
(4 
which in some sense is a measure of “repetition of nodes” in A,. 
It is well known [5,12] that the problem of Hermite interpolation 
( HM): given a CV-system U generated by (B, C); given a node system A, = (A,, . . . , A,) 
and given a complex function f which is sufficiently often differentiable at the 
multiple points of A,, find a generalized polynomial 
k=l 
that satisfies the interpolation conditions 
DPAM’“c)(pMf-f)(Ai) =0, i=l,..., M, 
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has a unique solution provided the nodes and the poles do not intersect. Indeed, problem (H,) 
can be reduced to interpolation by ordinary polynomials. Let 
Q(z)= kci* (z-Bk) and Q,(z) = jji* (z-Bk)> 
where l-I* means that in the product each infinity factor is to be replaced by a factor one. 
Suppose that P is the polynomial of degree less than A4 that interpolates the product Qj at A,. 
Assuming that (2) is a consistent ordering of BM = (B,, . . . , B,)withC,‘={cc},thenPf:=P+R 
where R is the remainder term and where P can be rewritten in the form 
p(,)= i ~c:(z-P:“)...(~-p:l)Q~(z)+ &{z'-'e,(z). 
i=l j=l j=l 
Division by Q = Q, yields the equation f = pMf + R/Q. Here 
(5) 
solves problem (H,) since from Leibniz’ rule we infer 
DBA~(Ai)(P-(2f)(Ai)=0, i=l,..., M, * DlrA~(Ao (A,)=O, i=l,..., M. 
Moreover, the coefficients c{ belonging to finite poles can be expressed as certain ordinary 
divided differences: 
ci’= [p,‘, pi+l,. . .) ;a ‘. I( Qj .c for i = 1 )..., q, j=l,..., n;. 1 
In fact, by applying the ordinary divided difference [p,‘, pj+l,. . . , /3:1]( .)‘to 
i i 
$ (z)=: 2 c~(z-j?pik+l)**.(z-~~J)+&si(z), 
k=l 
we get (6) for i = 1,. . . , q and j = 1,. . . , ni, since the polynomial Si vanishes at all points of the 
ith cluster. In particular, by Newton’s remainder formula 
In addition, by comparing the leading coefficients (that of z”-‘) in (5), we find 
4 
no = 
CO [A I,---, A,](W) - c cf, (8) 
i=l 
since [A,, . . . , A,]P = [A,, . . . , A,](w). 
In this sense interpolation by CV-systems actually is close to polynomial interpolation. But 
this relation does not give a practical recursive procedure to compute the coefficients since they 
depend on all poles of BM = (B,, . . . , BM) and on all nodes of A, = (A,, . . . , A,). If later 
another pole and another node are added, the whole procedure has to be restarted with respect to 
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the new pole system and to the new node system. On the other side, problem ( HM) is 
interpolation by generalized polynomials. This point of view in fact leads to simple computation 
methods as we are going to show in the next sections. 
Alternatively, the unisolvency of problem ( HM) can be proved by computing the determinant 
of the associated system of linear equations for the coefficients of pMf. Knowing the generalized 
Vandermonde determinant 
::: 
M 
:= det( DrR(Al)Uj (A ;)) 
as an explicit function of the node system AM=(Ai,..., A,) and of the pole system B, = 
(h..., BM) generating the CV-system UM = (ui, . . . , uM), we are able t0 derive &OIithmS 
computing pMf recursively. They are similar to those for ordinary polynomial interpolation. 
This is the second aspect under which interpolation by CV-systems resembles classical poly- 
nomial interpolation. To simplify notations let us adopt the following conventions: throughout 
void sums are set equal to zero, void products and void determinants are set equal to one. If 
(fj)jEJ is any finite system of extended complex numbers, by 
3. Cauchy-Vandermonde determinants 
we denote the product where each factor equal to zero or equal to infinity is to be replaced by 
one: 
i 
1, 
fj*= fi, 
if fi = 0 or if 6. = cc, 
else. 
In this context, with respect to a fixed partition C = ( Cj) of C we set bp - bij2 := 0 for all i, j,, 
j,, that means in a product II* the elements of each cluster are identified. 
Theorem 1. Let the CV-system Ui = ( ul,. . ., uM) be generated by (B, C) where B = Bi = 
(B I,‘“, BM) is consistently ordered with respect o C. Let A, = AL = (A,, . . . , A,) be a con- 
sistently ordered node system such that the nodes and the poles do not intersect. Then 
fi* (A~-A~) fi* (B~--B~) 
k,j=l k,j=l 
VlUz; ALI =mult(AL) ‘2 
k>j 
n* (A~-B~) fi* (B~-A~)’ 
k,j=l k,j=l 
k>j kzj 
(9) 
with mult( AL) defined by (4). 
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Corollary. Any CV-system U generated by a pole system B subordinate to a partition C of Q= is an 
extended complete Chebysheu-system (ECT-system) on any subset of the complex plane not 
intersecting the pole set. 
Theorem 1 generalizes a result of [5]. For a proof and for alternative representations of the 
Cauchy-Vandermonde determinants we refer to [lo]. Since (9) contains as particular cases the 
classical Vandermonde determinants and also Cauchy’s determinant, it will be called a Cauchy- 
Vandermonde determinant. 
4. Newton’s interpolation formula 
Let M 2 2. Suppose that A, = (A,, . . . , A,) is a fixed system of A4 nodes which again will be 
thought of as an initial section of a given node sequence A = ( Aj)j,,,2,, ,, . Let U, be a 
CV-system generated by a pole system BM which, when consistently ordered, has form (2). It is 
clear that by dropping in any nonempty cluster (&!, . . . , &?I), i = 0,. . . , q, the “last pole” &, the 
associated shorter CV-system U&i is a subsystem of U, differing from that system by the 
function u:~. This process may be repeated. There is a variety of chains U, c U, c . . * c U, 
where Uj are CV-systems of length j. From the other direction, starting from a given pole 
sequence B = (B,),=,,,,..., subordinate to a given partition C = ( Cj) j=1,2,.,. of C as in Section 1, 
by constructing the system U = ( u~)~=~,~,. __ of functions uj defined by (l), automatically the 
subsystems U, := ( ul, . . . , uJ form such chains U, c U, c . . . of CV-systems U,, which are 
generated correspondingly by the subsystems Bk = (B,, . . . , Ilk) of the given pole sequence B. 
It is known [1,6,7,9] that in this situation the solution pMf of the Hermite interpolation 
problem (H,) can be computed recursively by a generalization of Newton’s classical interpola- 
tion formula 
pwf=pw-lf+ [AI,...,AM]frM-luM= 5 [AI,...,Ak]frk-luk. (10) 
k=l 
Here pk f E span uk hIterpOhteS f at A, = (A,, . . . , Ak) and 
241 *** uk-l h 
V 
r,_,h(+=h(z)-p,_,h(Z)=:r[A,,...,A,_,]h=- 
A, *** A,_, z 
ifze {Al,...,Ak-I}, 
is an interpolation remainder term satisfying 
241 *** uk-l ’ 
’ A, ... A,_, 
(11) 
ui *** uk-l h 
DP”M(Ak)rk_lh ( Ak) = 
’ A, *** A,_, A, 
Ul *-- uk-l 
ford1 A,EQ=, 
' A, ... A,_, 
02) 
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and 
V 
2.41 *** uk-l f 
1:: ;“,f:= u1 . . . 1 
A, *** A,_, A, 
uk-l uk 
’ A, *.* A,_, A, 
(13) 
are generalized divided differences with respect to the systems U, and A,. Notice that the 
one-line notation of divided differences always is with respect to the “natural ordering” of the 
functions beginning with ui, u2,. . . but with respect to different node systems as indicated. For 
k = M the divided difference (13) is the “leading coefficient” (before uM) of the interpolating 
polynomial (10). Hence it is invariant under permutations of the nodes A,, . . . , A, and of the 
basic functions ul,. . . , u~_~. Thus for interpolation by CV-systems in considering divided 
differences we may assume that the underlying CV- and the node system are consistently 
ordered. In contrast, the basic functions ‘&iuk in the Newton formula (10) depend essentially 
on the ordering of the ui or the poles, respectively. In general, for ECT-systems the divided 
differences can be computed recursively [6,7]: 
r 
[A w..,AM]f- [A,,...,A,-,]f 
[A w..,A&w [Aw..,As$+/ 
if A, #A,, 
[A l,...,AM]f= V% “’ u~-l f 
a . . . a a 
’ 
2.41 **+ uM-l uM ’ 
a . . . a a 
I ifA,= . . . =A,=a_ 
If there are two distinct nodes in A, with no loss of generality, we may assume A, z A,. 
Brezinski [l] has observed that in this case the numerator of the right-hand side of (14) can be 
expressed by 
[A,..., A,] f - [AI>..., AM-11 f 
241 **+ uM-2 
’ A2 **. A,-, ’ A, a.. A,_, A, 
I I 
Ul *** uM-l f 
= 
I.41 *** ‘M-1 
I I 
Ul *** UM-1 . 
(15) 
’ A, . . . A, ’ A, *. . A,_, 
This is an immediate consequence of Sylvester’s identity on determinants. By inserting f = uM in 
(15) and by dividing (15) by the expression thus obtained the recurrence relation (14) is 
established (cf. [l]). 
From (12) and (15), if A, #A,, an alternative representation of the left-hand side of (15) can 
be derived: 
[A 
DPA~‘AW)~[A1,..., AM_,] f(AM) 
2nAM]f- [AI,..., AM-l]f= Dl.r,,(~,)rp2 (16) 
,***, AM-,] uM-l(AM) ’ 
since by assumption the multiplicity of A, in (A,, . . . , A,_,) equals pA,( A,). 
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With the aid of (14) in general the complete table of the divided differences for any 
ECT-system can be computed with 0( M3) arithmetical operations. In case of a CV-system this 
procedure simplifies considerably where the complexity is reduced to 0( M2). This is a conse- 
quence of the following theorem. 
Theorem 2. Suppose M 2 2. Let U be a CV-system generated by (B, C). Then for any system 
A,=(A,,..., A,) of M nodes not intersecting the pole set, if A, z A,, with respect to U,_, = 
(u1,..., u~_~), we have 
and 
with 
FM:= F”(A2 ,..., A,_,; B, ,..., BrM) := e, 
k-l 
,K @k+) 
YM,k := M-l , k=M-1, M, 
r-l* (BKAJ 
j=2 
M- 1 .__ 
II* (AM-Aj) 
DBAM(AM)rIU_luW(AM) = /.LA,(AM)! (BTiMA1)* ‘il 
I-I* (A,-8,) 
j=l 
for any A, E C. In particular, if z = AM P { A,, . . . , A,_ I}, then 
M-l 
,G CzmAj) 
rM-l”M(z) = @:MAI)* ff* (z _ B,) ’ 
I 
j=l 
Proof. Let us prove (20) first. By (12) we know 
241 *** uM-l uM 
DPaM(AM)r,,_luW (A,) = 
’ A, . * * AM-1 AM 
241 *** uM-l ’ 
’ A, **. AM_, 
08) 
(19) 
(20) 
(21) 
Here for the numerator determinant and for the denominator determinant we can insert the 
corresponding representations (9) leading to (20) since it is sufficient to consider the two cases 
UM=Ug “0 and uM = zQ, corresponding to BIM = CO or BrM = blq E C, respectively. 
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To prove (17) we start from (16) applied to f = uM. By using (20) twice we get 
M-l 
I-I* (AM-4 
[A, )...) A,]u,- [A, )...) A,_,]u,= MI_=21 YM, M 
n* (AM-A,+l) (BM-A1)* 
j=l 
M-l 
I-I* (AM-a @ _ _A )* 
x j=l 
fi* (AM_ Bj) L-L-: 
j=l 
with 
M-2 
n* @M-l - Bj) 
TM-1 M-1 - Mi_;l :- 
n* (l&-l -Ai+,) 
j=2 
Since YM,M-1 = ?M-~,M-I/(~M-~ -A2)* after cancelling all common factors, it is easily seen 
that the last expression equals the right-hand side of (17). This ends the proof of Theorem 2. 0 
Let us mention that in case of only simple nodes (17) has been derived by a different approach 
in [ll]. Notice that starting from generalized Taylor’s coefficients 
[a )...) a]f= “,’ 1:: "d]f, j=l,..., k, 
[ 
(22) 
by using (14) and (17), the complete table of generalized divided differences of a function f with 
respect to a CV-system U, and to any system A, of nodes not intersecting the pole set 
corresponding to U,, can be computed recursively with an amount of arithmetical operations 
bounded by 0( M2). Let us assume that we are computing the divided difference table according 
to the Neville graph. Then two consecutive factors (18) 
F,=FM(A2 )...) A,_,; Br ,..., BM) and Fh=&(A3 )...) AM; Br ,..., BM) 
of the denominators (17) in the Mth column are related by 
(&f--2)* @M-l -AM)* 
F”;=FM(BM_,-A2)* (II,-&)* ’ 
as an easy calculation shows. Consequently, two consecutive denominators in the Mth column of 
the divided difference table are related by 
[A 3,.‘., 
[A 
&+l]uM- [~42,.-+4,]u~ = A;;y;z ($I,$)* ($h;Al);*, 
2,...,AM]UM- [&...,A,-,]%I 
* 
M 1 2 M L%f+1 
provided AM+1 # A2 and AM Z Al. 
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On the other side each starting value (22) also can be computed from the given data a, Bi, 
D’-‘f( a), i = 1,. . . , k, with no more than 0( k2) arithmetical operations as we are going to show 
now. 
Let Uk=(ul,..., uk) be the CV-system generated by B, = (II,, . . . , Bk). We m_ay assume that 
both systems are consistently ordered. We consider also the related system U, = (ii,, . . . , fik) 
defined by 
(z - a)j-l 
iii(z)= j 
l-I* mJ 
j= l,..., k. 
h=l 
By partial fraction decomposition we see that 0, = CUkT where C = ( ci, j) is a lower triangular 
matrix with diagonal entries 
j=l ,*.*, k. 
h=l 
A simple method to calculate the starting values (22) now proceeds as follows. Compute first the 
coefficients 
Cjj= Ul . . 
[- 
. 
a 
?]f of pkf= ; C,Ej from 
. . . 
j=l 
Die’p,f(a) = Dip’f(a), i= l,..., k. (23) 
Since (23) is a lower triangular linear system for the coefficients ej they can be computed by 
0( k2) arithmetical operations provided the matrix (Dim’Ej( a)) of (23) is known. In [5, Theorem 
lo] an algorithm is given which can be adapted to compute this matrix from the data 
Bl,..., B,, a with no more than 0( k2) arithmetical operations. Now 
2.41 
a 
:]f, j=l,..., k, 
since 
v ii, . . * fij_l f 
241 *** 
[- a . . . 
?]f= a ‘** fijyl ;, 
v ii, ... J 
a . . . a a 
4 Cl,14 . . * cj-l,j-luj-l f a . . . a a = 
4 
Cl,lUl ** * Cj-1 j-lUj_1 cj juj 
a . . . a a 
1 ui , [ .** =- uj cjj a m.0 a 1 f. 
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5. Divided differences are analytic functions of the nodes 
It is well known that ordinary divided differences (with respect to the monomials 1, x, x2,. . .) 
are continuous functions of the nodes if the function to be interpolated is sufficiently smooth. 
We are going to show that generalized divided differences with respect to CV-systems are not 
only continuous but analytic functions of the nodes provided the function to be interpolated is 
analytic. 
Theorem 3. Suppose that U = ( u~)~=~,~,,. is a CV-system generated by (B, C). For any positive 
integer M by BM = (B,, . . . , BrM) and U, = ( ul, . . . , uM) we denote the corresponding initial sections 
of B and U. Let f be a complex function which is analytic in a region G c C \ { B,, . . . , BiM+l}. Then 
the divided difference off with respect to U,, 
G"3(Al,...,AM)- 1:. 
is an analytic function of its nodes. Moreover, in GM, 
a -4 
u* * * * UM 
1 [ 
u* *-- 
-a. A, f = A, 
uM-l uM uM+l 
aA, A, . . . A,_, A, A, 1 f 
X 
YM+l,M+l 
h4+1,M(AM- BM+l)*(BM+l - AMM)* ’ 
(25) 
where 
k-l 
n* cBkMBj) 
j=l 
YM+l,k := M , k=M, M+l. 
n* (Bk-Aj-l) 
j=2 
Proof. For any positive integer M let 
DM := {(A,, . . . , AM) E CM: A,, . . . , A, E G are pair-wise distinct}. 
Clearly, D M is an open subset of C M. In a first step we show by induction on M that (24) is an 
analytic function of (A,, . . . , A,) E D”. For M = 1, 
A, I+ 
= (A, - B,)f(A,), if B,EQ=, 
ifB,=cc, 
indeed is analytic on G, by assumption on f and on G. 
Let the assertion be proved for all indices less than or equal to M. If A = (A,, . . . , AM+l) E 
D M+l, then by (17) and the induction hypothesis, 
u* ... 
A, 
‘M+l f= 
-.* AM+1 I [A,,..; AMyA If- [A,,...,A,]f Mfl YM+I,M+I 
(A M+l - BM+~*(&+, --Ad* YM+I,M 
is an analytic function of (A,, . . . , AM+,) E DMfl. 
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In a second step we show that for every positive integer M, (24) is a continuous function of 
(A,, . . . > AM) E GM. This is a consequence of the connections of the generalized divided dif- 
ferences with respect to CV-systems to ordinary divided differences which are given in (6)-(8). 
Since the elf at the nodes A,, . . . , A, interpolating ordinary polynomial P depends continuously 
on (Al,..., A,), from (6) and (8) we see that in fact (24) is a continuous function of 
(A i,. . . , A,) E GM. 
Next we show (25). Let (A,, . . . , A,) E GM be arbitrary but fixed. Then, by (17) 
241 *** uM-l ;;; 
lim 
A, *mm AM_, AM+H 
O#H*0 H 
241 *** UM-1 
= lim 
A, uM f- ;; ;; ::: AuM ]f *** AM_, AM+H 1 [ M-l 
H-0 H 
Ul u2 --* UM ‘MM+1 
= lim 
AM A, * * * AM_, AM + H f 1 
H-+0 H 
x 0 
YM+l M+l 
M+ H-BM+$*(BM+~ -AM)* ~M+‘I,M 
‘M-1 uM uM+l 
.-. AM-I AM AM f (AM_BM+l)*(BM+1 1 1 YM+I,M+I -AM)* YM+l,M ’ 
where VM+ l,k and ~~+i,~ are defined by (19) with respect to BM+i and to AIM+1 = 
(A,, A,, . . . , AM_-1, AM + H) and AM+1 = (AM, A,, . . . , AM_1, AM), respectively. For the last 
equality we have used the continuity of the generalized divided difference of order A4 + 1 as a 
function of its nodes in GM+ *. Since divided differences are symmetric functions of the nodes, we 
have proved that the function (24) in the open set GM ’ IS partially holomorphic, the partial 
complex derivatives being continuous, hence by Hartogg’s theorem (cf. [4, p.1351) it is an analytic 
function in GM. q 
6. Extension to multivariate interpolation 
Interpolation by generalized polynomials in several real or complex variables differs much 
from the univariate case. In general, only for particular node systems unisolvency of the 
corresponding interpolation problem can be expected. We are mainly interested in node systems 
giving rise to simple procedures calculating the interpolant recursively. More precisely, we want 
to extend Newton’s procedure to the multivariate setting. The simplest systems suitable for this 
purpose are rectangular grids and certain of their subsystems. Suppose that X = (xi,. . . , xm) and 
Y= (Ui,. . ., y,,) are systems of nodes belonging to regions G and H of the complex z- and 
w-plane, correspondingly, the points being not necessarily distinct. Then the ordered Cartesian 
product of X and Y taking into account multiplicities, 
X@ Y:= ((x,, YJ h 4 = (19 1)~...,( m , n ) in lexicographic order), 
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will be referred to as the grid generated by X and Y. Suppose we are given two CV-systems 
u, = (Ui, . . . ) urn) and Vn=(vl,..., v,), generated correspondingly by ( B,,, , C) and (0,) E). Here 
B,=(B,,..., B,) is a pole system subordinate to a partition C of the z-plane and D,, = 
(D 1,. . . , 0,) is a pole system subordinate to a partition E = ( Ej) j= 1,2, of the w-plane. Then, by 
U, 8 I$ we denote the tensor product of these systems: 
u, @ v, = ((UP> v,): (/4 y> = (I, l),..., (m , n ) in lexicographic order), 
where 
The elements of span U,, span I$ and of span U, @ V, will be referred to as u-, v- and 
uv-polynomials, respectively. As usual, D, = a/az and D, = a/aw denote partial complex deriva- 
tives with respect to the first and to the second variable. Consider the following problem of 
Hermite interpolation: 
(H,,,): given a grid X@ Y= (xi ,..., x,) @ (yi ,..., y,), given a complex function f of two 
complex variables which is sufficiently often partially differentiable at the multiple 
nodes of X @ Y, find a uv-polynomial 
suchthatforallp=l,..., m, v=l,..., n, 
DfX(Xfi)D;Y(YP)( pf - f )( xp, y,) = 0. 
It can be shown [8,9] that this problem has a unique solution 
pf= C [xl,...,x~][yl,...,y~]f.(r~--l~JL)(rY-lUy), 
(JL,Y)EN 
where N:= ((p, v): (xP, y,,) EX@ Y) and 
p-1 p-1 
I-J* (BP-B,) I-I* (Z-Xj> 
rP_luP(z) = u,(z) -p,-lu,(Z) = “,I: 
j=l 
n* (BP-xj) fi* (Z-B,) ’ 
j=l j=l 
v-1 v-1 
n* CDv- Dj)lj tw-Yj) 
ryP1v,( w) = u,(w) -py-lvy( w) = :I: 
II* (Du-Yj) fI* (w-D,) 
j=l j=l 
(26) 
Here pP_ ,h, respectively p ‘-‘h, is the h interpolating univariate u- and v-polynomial. The 
coefficients are iterated divided differences where [xi,. . . , xp] is taken with respect to (ui, . . . , up) 
and acts on the first variable and [y,, . . . , y,] is with respect to (ui, . . . , u,) acting on the second 
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variable. They can be computed recursively according to 
Lx 1,...,X~][Y1,...,Y”lf 
’ [X,>...&JY1~...~ Y,lf- [XI, . ..> x,-I][YI >...? Y,lf 
x/J - Xl 
(x,-B,)*(B,-x1)* * 
> 
ifx 
P 
zx 
1, 
= 
( Lx 1,...,XB][y2,...,Yu]f- [X1,...,XCL][Y1,...,yv-I]f 
(27) 
> if Yv#Yl, 
\ 
with 
h-l p--l 
I-I* PA - $1 I-I* P&-D,) 
j=l 
Yp,h := p-1 and S,,, := ‘,=-: 7 
I-I* (h-x,) l-I* (D,-Yj) 
j=2 j=2 
starting from generalized Taylor’s coefficients [x, . . . , x][y, . . . , y]f which can be computed by 
the univariate algorithm mentioned above. This algorithm has to be applied iteratively with 
respect to the variables x and y and to the systems U, and V,, respectively. Thus (26) can be 
computed with no more than 0( marl + n2m) arithmetical operations where the main part of 
work consists in computing the table of divided differences (27). 
The computation of pf does not depend on particular orderings of the grids X and Y. Next we 
will extend formula (26) to certain subsystems 2 of the full grid. What subsystems 2 c X 63 Y 
are good in the sense that (26) holds with X 8 Y replaced by Z? There is only one restriction: 
the divided differences should be well-defined and (27) should apply. 
Definition. For any positive integer m let m := (1,. . . , m). A subsystem N of the grid 
m@n:= ((p, Y): (p, v) = (1, l),...,(m, rz) inlexicographicorder) 
will be called a lower index list from m @ n provided with respect to the partial ordering 
(~,P><(P, v)=a~~andB~v, 
there holds 
Evidently, N is a lower index list from m 63 n if and only if there exist integers n z n, >, . . . 
an,>0 such that 
N=((p, v)Em@n: l<p<m andl$v<n,inlexicographicorder). 
Definition. A subsystem Z of a grid X @ Y will be called a lower data set from X @ Y or a subset 
of X @ Y possessing the rectangular property iff there exist reorderings of the univariate grids X 
and Y, X=(x, ,..., x,) and Y=(y, ,..., y,) say, such that its associated index list 
Nz:= ((P, y): (xIL, Y,> ~2) 
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is a lower index list from m @ n. 
It is not hard to show [8] that if 2 is a lower data set from X @ Y with associated index list 
N,, then 
pf= c [Xl,...rXg][~l,...,YY]f.(~~--l~p)(YY-l~~) 
(I.L~v)E% 
interpolates f at the points of 2 in the sense of Hermite. Only those partial sums of (26) which 
correspond to lower 
namely with respect 
variables is evident. 
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